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in the developed countries, high demand for energy and waste products would create an increase in pollution. the result is that the environment could be
affected, as the loss of global equilibrium leads to loss of biodiversity, species extinction, and habitat destruction. the environmental status of most
countries could deteriorate through loss of habitat, soil erosion, and deforestation. verma, manish, joshua b. fisher, kaniska mallick, youngryel ryu, hideki
kobayashi, alexandre guillaume, gregory moore, lavanya ramakrishnan, valerie hendrix, sebastian wolf, munish sikka, gerard kiely, georg wohlfahrt, bert
gielen, olivier roupsard, piero toscano, altaf arain, and alessandro cescatti. 2016. global surface net-radiation at 5 km from modis terra remote sensing.
remote sensing. 8, no. 9: 739. the problem of the environment would be further aggravated, creating a recycling of environmental disturbances and
furthering the effects of global warming. in africa and some other developing countries, over population has resulted in serious famine and poverty; there
have also been cases of close to zero health care, with people suffering from serious curable and incurable diseases. more so, as people migrate from areas
hit by global warming impacts to other places, there could be a greater instance of disease transfer. diseases such as polio and malaria, which the world
has been trying to curb, could upsurge. human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immune deficiency syndrome (hiv/aids) is another human vectored disease
that could increase due to huge migration of people. there could also be greater territorial wars, international disputes, and disrespect for boundary policy if
the impacts of global warming are not addressed globally. thus, global warming does not only affect the climate of nations; it also affects the sociological,
political, and economic standards of nations.
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“sustainability is the integrated use of human, economic and natural capital within environmental systems that meet the needs of present and future
generations without compromising the ability of generations yet to come to meet their needs.” (environmental engineering, mcgraw-hill) to find out more
about environmental engineering, please visit our miller/o’riordan environmental engineering school . the spectrum of limited-run re-issues reaches up to
new extremes with final journeys: studio albums collection: volume one. released last year, this double-lp compilation of unreleased tracks, demos and

early stage versions from various members of the final fantasy series (with the exception of final fantasy vi) has been receiving impressive national critical
acclaim from every mainstream press outlet (2k games went as far as to christen it the best game in the series), and is a favorite among the most

passionate final fantasy fans, even more than the full final fantasy games. now, to add to the exclusiveness of this fascinating collection, krickel design is
proud to present a limited-edition gatefold sleeve featuring an extensive and elegant visual treatment of this orchestral behemoth by legendary uk-based

artist gillian anderson, who you may know as the voice of scully from the x-files series. however, the other aspect of over population is what due to the
sheer high-number of people, who tend to lack all the basic needs. the deterioration of the environment, both naturally and from human-caused processes

such as deforestation and pollution and the subsequent run-off of those resources into surrounding area, would become even more apparent, finally
resulting in the availability of the previously available resources becoming virtually nil, thus leading to an increase in population displacement and

migration. 5ec8ef588b
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